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ABSTRACT 
Suppose F is a field. We show that if the characteristic of the field is not 2, then the 
semigroup of linear operators on the n x n matrices over B that preserve idempotence 
is the group S(C) generated by transposition and similarity. Chan, Lim, and Tan have 
previously established that theorem for the real and complex fields by other methods. 
We also show that the semigroup Y(F) of linear operators on the n x n matrices over 
F that preserve both idempotence and nonidempotence is S(C) when the characteristic 
of F is not 2. We determine the structure of Y(B) when the characteristic of F is 2, and 
present some open problems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Chan, Lim, and Tan [2] characterized the linear operators on the real and 
complex n x n matrices that preserve iclempotence and fix the identity. They 
showed that the semigroups, F(W) and F(G), of such operators are the groups 
*This work was supported, in part, by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research 
Council of Canada, under grant OGP0004041, and by a grant from the College of Science, 
Utah State University. 
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generated by the transposition operator X + X t and the similarity operators 
X + P- ‘XP for fixed, but arbitrary, real and complex P. 
In Theorem 3.1 below, we show that if F is any field of characteristic 
p # 2, then the semigroup 3(a) of 1’ mear operators on the R x n matrices 
over F that preserve idempotence is generated by transposition and the 
similarity operators. Our methods are different from those of [2]. 
An operator strongly preserves idempotence if it preserves both idempo- 
tence and nonidempotence. Over fields of characteristic p + 2, this is equiva- 
lent to preserving idempotence (see Theorem 3.2 below). However, there are 
linear operators on the n x n matrices over z2, for example X -+ X + xriZ, 
that strongly preserve idempotence and yet do not fix the identity matrix 1. On 
the other hand, if @ is a field, other than U,, of characteristic 2, then the linear 
operators strongly preserving idempotence also fix Z (see Lemma 4.1 below). 
In Theorem 4.1 below, we determine the structure of the semigroup 9(@) of 
linear operators on the n x n matrices over $8 that strongly preserve idempo- 
tence; Y(@) is generated by transposition and similarity when n is odd, and by 
transposition, similarity, and the operator X + X + (trace X)Z when n is 
even. Moreover, Y(&) is generated by transposition, similarity, and the 
operators X -+ X + f(X) I for fixed arbitrary linear functionals f. 
Preliminary results, definitions, and notation are given in Section 2. Fields 
of characteristic p # 2 are covered in Section 3; those of characteristic 2, in 
Section 4. We present some open problems in Section 5. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let F be any field, and _.& = d,(F), the n x n matrices over F. 
LEMMA 2.1. Zdempotent matrices in J are diagonable. 
Proof. Let A be idempotent. Then v - Av is in the kernel of A, while 
Av is in the kernel of Z - A. Since these two kernels have intersection (0)) 
and every vector v can be written as a sum (v - Av) + Av of one vector from 
ker A and another from ker( Z - A), the lemma follows. n 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose X is a nonzero idempotent matrix in .A’. Then X - Y 
is idempotent for every idempotent Y in yl% if and only if X = 1. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, X is diagonable. So there is a matrix Q such that 
Q-‘XQ = I, 8 0 for some r < n. If r # n, let Y be the idempotent matrix 
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Q(Er,. + Er,r+l )Q-‘. Then Q-‘XQ - Q-rYQ is not idempotent, and hence 
X - Y is not. Thus, X - Y is idempotent for all idempotent Y only if X = 1. 
The converse is immediate. n 
If XY + YX = 0, the matrices X and Y are said to anticommute. If B is a 
fixed matrix, let d(B) denote the set of all idempotent matrices which 
anticommute with B. We then have the following lemma, whose straightfor- 
ward proof we omit. 
LEMMA 2.3. lf A and B are idempotent, then A + B is idempotent if and 
only if A is in .E!( B). 
If A and B are matrices in .k and C = (cij) is defined by cij = aijbij, then 
we say C is the Hadamard product of A and B and write C = A0 B. Define a 
linear operator, TA, on _-k by TA( X) = X o A. We call TA the scaling operator 
induced by A. 
LEMMA 2.4. If aijajk = aik and aii # 0 fw all i, j, k, then the scaling 
operator induced by A is the similarity operator X + D-‘XD, where D = 
diag{l, a12, a13,. . . , al,). 
Proof. We have aiiaii = aijaji = aii # 0, so aii = 1 and aij # 0 for all i 
and j. Then our hypothesis implies that aij = a,‘aIj, and hence aiixij = 
aI;‘xija,j for all i, j and for all xij. n 
3. WHEN THE CHARACTERISTIC OF I$ IS NOT 2 
In this section, we assume that T is a linear operator on L = J,,(F), with 
char(F) + 2 and n > 1. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let {R,, . . . , R,} be a set of r nonzero mutually anticommut- 
ing idempotent n x n matrices of ranks nl, . . . , n,., respectively. Then there 
exists a matrix Q such that for all i, 
Q-lRiQ = 0 n,+nz+ .” +“i_l * Lli @ 0. 
Further, n1 + . * . +n, < n. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on r. If r = 1, then there exists a Qr 
such that Q; ‘R,Q, = I,,, TV 0, and the theorem is easily seen to be true. 
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Suppose the theorem is true for all k < r. Let Qa be a nonsingular matrix such 
that Qi’RIQs = On,+,,+ . . . +n,_l @ Z,i @ 0 for i = 1,. . . , r - 1. Hence, 
Q;‘(CIliR,)Q, = I,,+ . . . +n,_l e 0. The first nr + *** +nr_i rows and 
columns of Q;‘R,Qs are zero, because R, anticommutes with Cr,:R, (since 
it anticommutes with each of the summands). That is, Qi’B,Qs = 
0 n,+ ... +I&, e X, with X idempotent and of rank n,. Thus there exists Qs 
such that QiiXQs = I+ @ 0. Letting Q = (I,,,+ . . . +,,_, CB Q3)Q2. the lemma 
follows. n 
COROLLARY 3.1.1. The sum of n nonzero anticommuting idempotent n x n 
matrices is 1. Necessarily, each has rank 1. 
LEMMA 3.2. Zf T strongly preserves idempotence, then T is invertible and 
T(Z) = 1. 
Proof. Suppose T strongly preserves idempotence and T( A) = 0. Then 
A and -A are both idempotent, since their common image, 0, is idempotent. 
It follows that A is 0 and hence T is invertible. 
Let X = T-‘(Z) - I; then Z + X is idempotent and hence X2 + X = 0. 
Now, T(X) = Z - T(Z), and T(Z) is idempotent. It follows that T(X), and 
hence X, is idempotent. Thus X2 - X = 0. That is, X2 + X = X 2 - X, so 
that X = -X. Since char(F) + 2, X = 0. That is, T-‘(Z) = 1. n 
LEMMA 3.3. Zf T preserves idempotence and T(Z) = I, then the rank of 
T( Eii) is 1 for all i. 
Proof. For all i # j, T( E,J + T(Ejj) is idempotent. Therefore, T(Eii) 
anticommutes with T(Ejj) by Lemma 2.3. Since cy=rT(E,J = I, it is only 
necessary to show that no T( Eii) = 0 to infer the lemma from Corollary 3.1.1. 
Suppose to the contrary that T( Eii) = 0 for some i. Then rT( Eij) = T( Eii + 
rEdj), and hence zT( Eij) is idempotent for all j # i and x E F. If T( Eij) + 0, 
then x2 = z for all x, an impossibility, since F # zs. Thus T(Eij) = 0 for all 
j. Now, for any x E F’, and j + i, 
(1 - x)Eii + Eij + (r - x2)Eji + xEjj 
is idempotent, and hence xT( Ejj) must also be. But then either x2 = x for all 
x, an impossibility, or T( Ejj) = 0 for all j, also impossible, since T(Z) = 1. n 
LEMMA 3.4. Zf T(Eii) = Eii for all i, then there is a matrix A with no zero 
entries such that either T is the scaling operator induced by A, TA, or 
T(X) = TA( X’) for aZZ X. 
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Proof. Let i # j, and suppose T(E,J = Y. Then Eii + Y is idempotent, 
because Eii + E, is idempotent. Hence E,, + YE,, + E,,Y + Y 2 = Eii + Y, so 
that Y2 = Y - YEii - E,,Y. Let Y2 = (zpg); then 
YPq if qfiand pf:i, 
ZPq = - Yii if p=q=i, (3.1) 
0 otherwise (p=iorq=ibut p~q). 
Similarly, 
YPq 
if q+jand p+j, 
ZPq = - Yjj 
if p=q=j, 
(3.2) 
0 otherwise(p=jorq=jbut pfq). 
From (3.1) and (3.2) we see that ypq = 0 whenever ( p, q) # (i, j), (j, i) and 
pe(i, j} or qE{i, j}. 
If n = 2, then T(Eij) = aE, + pEji. 
If n > 3, let k # i, j. Then E,, + Eii + E,, is idempotent, so that Y + Eii 
+ E,, is idempotent, and hence Y + Eii + Ekk = (Y + Eii + E~J_)~. Thus, Y 2 
= Y - (E,,Y + YE,,) - (E,,Y + YE/J. S ince yik = yki = 0, it follows that 
YPf4 
if p # k, i and q # k, i, 
ZPq = - YPP 
if p=q=kor p=q=i, 
(3.3) 
0 otherwise (pe{k,i)orqe{k,i}but pfq). 
From (3.1) and (3.3) we have ypq = 0 for p = k or q = k. 
Summarizing, for n > 2, we have y,, = 0 whenever ( p, q) f (i, j), (j, i). 
Therefore T( Eij) = CYE~~ + pEji for some cr, /3 E F. 
Since Eii + Eij is idempotent, so is Eii + aEij + /3Eji. It follows that 
Eii + ‘YE, + /3Ej, = (Eii + CYE~~ + pEji)2 = (1 + a@)Eii + aEij + flEji + 
a/3Ejj. Hence o/3 = 0. Either a! or 6 is nonzero, as T is nonsingular. 
Therefore, for all p # q. T(Epq) = apqEpq + flPqEqP for some opq, fi,, 
such that opq = 0 or fi,, = 0, but not both. 
If T( E,,) = apq Epq and T( E,,) = flqPEPq, let X = $( E,, + E,, + E,, + 
E,,). Then X is idempotent and T(X) = $[E,,, + (apq + /3,,) E,, + E,,]. But 
[T(X)12 = 5Epp + 2(op, + PqP)EPq + E,,] # T(X), so T(X) is not idempo- 
tent, a contradiction. Thus, if T( E,,) = cypqEp9, we must have T( E,,) = 
cyqpEqp. Similar-y, if T( E,,) = BPqEqP, then T(Eqp) = fiqPEPq. 
In particular, (a) T( E,,) = aI2 El2 or (b) T( E,,) = P12Ezl. Suppose (a) 
holds. For j > 2, let 2 = E,, + E,, + Elj. Since 2 is idempotent, its image, 
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E,, + ‘~raEr~ + (cxljElj + PljEj,), is also. By a direct computation, the square 
of that image is T(Z) + plj( (y12Ej2 + crIjEjj + CY~~E~~). so fllj = 0. Therefore 
T(Erj) = cyUElj and crrj # 0 for all j > 1. 
Choose p > 1, and j distinct from 1 and p. Let W = E,, + E,, + EjP. 
Then W is idempotent, so T(W) is also. By a direct computation, the square of 
that image is T(W) + pj,,( o lpElj + clljPEjj + cyjpEpp), so flj, = 0. Therefore 
Crjp # 0 and T(Ejp) = ajPEjP. Consequently, T(Eij) = crijEij and oij # 0 for 
all i + j. Letting crii = 1 for all i and A = [crij], we have T(X) = X0 A for all 
X. If, on the other hand, (b) holds, then T( X ) = X to A for all X by a similar 
argument. n 
Let J denote the matrix all of whose entries are 1. 
LEMMA 3.5. lf A has 1~) zero entries and TA, the scaling operator induced 
by A, preserves idempotence, then for some invertible diagonal matrix D, 
A = D- ‘JD and TA is the similarity operator X --+ D- ‘XD for all X. 
Proof. Notice that T(E,J = aiiEii with aii # 0 requires that ai = aii. 
This happens only if aii = 1. 
Let X = $(E,, + E,, + E,, + E,,). Then X is idempotent, so that T(X) 
= i(E,, + a P4EP4 + awE,, + Ew) must also be idempotent. Now, 
q q2 = t[p + a,,a,,)E,, + 2aP,EP, + 2awE,P + (1 + aP,aw)Ewl ’ 
so that 1 + aP4aqP = 2, i.e., ap4ayP = 1. Thus if n = 2, 
A= = D-‘JO, where D = diag{I, r}. 
If n > 3, let X = 22’[E,, -I- E,, + E,, + E,, + E,, + E,,] for distinct 
integers 1 < p, 9, r < n. It is easily checked that X is idempotent. Thus 
T(X) = X0 A must be idempotent. Comparing the ( p, r)th entries of the two 
members of that equation, we obtain uppap,. + aPqaqr = 2ar,,. Since aPP = 1, 
we have aPyaqr = up’. 
The lemma now follows by Lemma 2.4. n 
LEMMA 3.6. If T preserves idempotence and T f 0, then T(I) = 1. 
Proof. Suppose T preserves idempotence, T F 0, and T(E,J = 0 for 
some i. Then for any x E F, xT( Eij) = T( rEij) = T( Eii) + T( XEij) = T( Eij + 
rEij), and hence xT(Eij), and in particular T(Eij), must be idempotent. But 
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then xT(Eij) = [xT(Eij)12 = r2T(Eij)’ = r2T(Eij). It follows that if T(Eij) # 
0, we have x = x2 for all x E 5, a contradiction, since I? + Z2. Thus T(Eij) = 
0 for all j. Similarly T(Eki) = 0 for all k. Further, since char I? # 2, $ exists, 
so that i[Eii + Eii + Eji + Ejj] is idempotent. But T(i[E,, + Eij + Eji + EjjJ) 
= T(iEjj), so T(,E. .) = iT( Ejj) is idempotent. As above, we must have 
i’ T(Ejj) = 0, since (F)~ + Y$. Since j was arbitrary, we have that T = 0, a 
contradiction. Thus, T(Eii) # 0 for all i. 
Note that for any i and j, the matrices Eii, Ejp and Eii + Ejj are 
idempotent, and hence so are T(Eii), T(Ejj), and T(Eii + Ejj). Thus, since 
T(E,,) is nonzero for each i, {T(E,,) 1 i = 1, 2, . . . , n} is a family of n nonzero 
anticommuting idempotent n x n matrices. It follows that their sum is I by 
Corollary 3.1.1. n 
THEOREM 3.1. If F is a#eld of characteristic not 2, then the semigroup of 
nonzero linear operators on A”(F) that preserve idempotence is the group 
generated by transposition and the similarity operators. 
Proof, It is sufficient to show that a nonzero linear operator that pre- 
serves idempotence is in the group generated by transposition and the similar- 
ity operators. This is done by applying Lemmas 3.6 and 3.3 and Corollary 
3.1.1, and then applying Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 to P’T(X)P, where P is the 
permutation matrix such that PtT( Eii) P = E,, for each i. n 
THEOREM 3.2. A linear operator on the n x n matrices ouer a field of 
characteristic not 2 strongly preserves idempotence if and only if it preserves 
idempotence. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 
3.1. n 
The fact that the hypothesis T(I) = I (which was assumed in an earlier 
draft) could be dropped from Theorem 3.1 was previously and independently 
established by G. H. Chan and M. H. Lim (personal communication). We are 
indebted to S. Pierce for suggesting Lemma 3.6. 
4. WHEN THE CHARACTERISTIC OF F IS 2 
In this section T is a linear operator on A’= &J?) which strongly 
preserves idempotence, and the characteristic of F is 2. 
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LEMMA 4.1. Either T is nonsingular and T( 1) = 1, or T is singular and 
ker T = (0, I). In particular, i. D + z2 then T is invertible. 
Proof If T is nonsingular, then T(I) + Y is idempotent for all idempotent 
Y, since T must be a bijection. By Lemma 2.2, T(I) = I. 
Suppose T(X) = 0. Then X must be idempotent and hence diagonable. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that X = I, @ O,,_,. If n > r 2 1, 
then XE,, = El,, E,,X = 0, and EF, = 0. It follows that (X + E,,)’ = X + 
E,,, but T( X + E,,) = T( E,,), a contradiction, since E,, is not idempotent 
while X + E,, is. Thus if T is singular, r = n, so that X = 1. Since the only 
matrix similar to I is I, ker T = { 0, I}. 
If F is not za, then T must be nonsingular (and hence invertible) and 
T(Z) = 1, since { 0, I} is not a subspace of _& when F # F5&. H 
LEMMA 4.2. lf n 2 3 and T(E,J has rank equal to 1 for all i, then 
T(I) = 1. 
Proof. We may assume that T(E,,) = E,,, since similarity strongly pre- 
serves idempotence and all idempotents are diagonable. Now T( Ejj) # E,, for 
all j # n, for otherwise E,, + Ejj E ker T, an impossibility by Lemma 4.1 and 
the fact that n 2 3. 
In the notation of Section 2, let di = -01( Eii) for each i. Now, T( E,,) + 
T(E,_,,“_,) = T(E,, + En_l,n_l) is idempotent, so that T(E,_,,“_,)E~,,. 
Thus T( E,_,, n-1) = X CD a for some X in Jn_,(F). If X = 0 then T(uE,, + 
E,_ 1, “_ 1) = 0, contradicting Lemma 4.1. Thus X # 0. It follows that a = 0, 
since T(E,_,,,_, ) has rank 1. Clearly X must be idempotent. Choose SE 
A,_i(F) such that S-lXS = En_l,n_l. Now, (S 8 l)-‘T(0 CB Za)(S @ 1) = 0 
(B I,. Continuing this process, we observe that (S @ l)- ‘T( E,_,, n_2)( S e 1) 
E ~4~ Il A,_,, and hence has the form Y @ a (B b for some YE d,_2(F) and 
a, b E F. It follows that a = b = 0 and Y is similar to E,_,, n_2. After a total of 
n steps, we have, for some invertible Q, Q-‘T( Z)Q = I, but then T(I) = I. n 
LEMMA 4.3. For each i, the rank of T( Eii) is either 1 or n - 1. 
Proof. Suppose T is nonsingular and T(E,J has rank r. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that T(EJ = I, @ 0. Since T is nonsingular, the 
dimension of (&,) must be the same as the dimension of (T(li)). Now, 
dim(d,) = 1 + (n - 1)’ and dim(T(di)) = r2 + (n - r)‘, since (T(di)) con- 
sists of the space of matrices which commute with I, 8 0. It follows that 
r=lorr=n-1. 
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If T is singular, then T(I) = 0 and F = Zz by Lemma 4.1. Define an 
operator T’ by T’(X) = T(X) + x1,1. Then T’(I) = I, and T’ is linear and 
strongly preserves idempotence. By Lemma 4.1, T’ is nonsingular, and by the 
above paragraph, T’( Eii) has rank 1 or n - 1 for all i. Now, T’( Eii) = T( Eii) if 
i 2 2, so that the rank of T(E,J is 1 or n - 1 for i # 1. Further, T( E,,) = 
T’(E,,) + I, and since T’(E,,) is idempotent, it is diagonable. Thus there is 
some SE 4 such that S-‘T’(E,,)S = Z, @ 0, where r = 1 or n - 1. Thus 
S-‘T(E,,)S = S-‘r(E,,) + I]S = S-‘T’(EJS + S-lIS = I, @ 0 + Z = 0 
@ In-r. It follows that T( E,,) has rank 1 or n - 1. n 
LEMMA 4.4. If n > 2, then there exists a matrix Q such that for all i, 
Q- ‘T( Eii)Q = Eii + ci I, where &i equals 0 or 1 according as the rank of 
T(Eii) is 1 or n - 1. 
Proof. According to Lemma 4.3, the rank of T(Eii) is either 1 or n - 1. 
Now, (T( El,), T( E,,), . . . , T(E,,)} is a family of diagonable matrices, since T 
strongly preserves idempotence and idempotent matrices are diagonable. 
Moreover, the matrices in the family commute pairwise by Lemma 2.3, 
because anticommutativity is commutativity when the characteristic of the 
field is 2. Thus there is some matrix S such that for all i, S-‘T( E,,)S is 
diagonal. Since the rank of each T( Eii) is either 1 or n - 1, there is a mapping 
a!:{1,2 ,..., n} -+ {1,2 ,..., n} such that S-‘T(E,,)S = E,(,), aCij when the rank 
of T(Eii) is 1, and S-‘T(E,,)S = I + E,(,), aCij when the rank of T(Eii) is n - 1. 
Now, suppose o(i) = d(j). Th en either S-‘T(E,,)S = S-‘T(Ejj)S or 
S-‘T(E,,)S = I + S-‘T( Ejj)S. In the first case, T(E,, + Ejj) = 0, contradict- 
ing Lemma 4.1, since n > 2. In the second case, T(E,, + Ejj) = 1. But in this 
case, if X is any idempotent matrix, then T(X) and hence T(X) + 1 must be 
idempotent, because T strongly preserves idempotence. It follows that Eii + 
Ejj + X must be idempotent, since T(E,, + Ejj + X) is. This contradicts 
Lemma 2.2, since Ei, + Ejj # 1. Thus (Y is a l-l correspondence on 
{I,%. . . , n}, a permutation. Let P be the permutation matrix corresponding 
to CY, and let Q = SE. It is easily seen that Q has the desired properties. n 
The next lemma is the counterpart of Lemma 3.5 for the case of fields of 
characteristic 2. The statement is the same, but the method of proof is 
different. 
LEMMA 4.5. If A has rw zero entries and TA, the scaling operator induced 
by A, preserves idempotence, then for some invertible diagonal matrix D, 
A = D-‘JD and TA is the similarity operator X + D-‘XD for all X. 
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Proof. If I$ = za then A = 1, so T : X -+ X; hence T is a similarity 
operator. 
Suppose 5 # za. Since Eii is idempotent, aii = 1 for all i. Let u E 5 \ 
(0, 1) and u = u + 1. For i # j, let Y = uE,, + uEij + oEji + uEjj. If n > 2, 
for k # i, j, let X = Y + uEik + uEjk. Then X and Y, and hence T(X) = 2 
and T(Y) = W are idempotent. Comparing the (i, i)th entries of W and W 2, 
we have u = u2 + uoaijuji = u2 + aijujiu2 + wlijaji. It follows that uijuji = 1, 
since u # 0 or 1. Comparing the (i, k)th entries of 2 and Z2, we have 
wik = ajku2 + aijajkuu = a&u2 + aijajku2 + aijajkU. It follows that aik = 
aijajk, since u # 0 or I. 
The lemma now follows from Lemma 2.4. n 
If f is a linear functional defined on A, define the shi. operator induced 
by f by Tr : X + X + f(X) I. We denote the shift operator induced by the 
trace by T,,. Evidently such operators are linear. 
LEMMA 4.6. Iffor each i, T( Eii) = Eii + E~Z where &i E {0, l}, then T is in 
the semigroup of operators generated by 
(i) transposition and the similarity operators, when n is odd and F * Z2; 
(ii) transposition, the similarity operators, and the operator T,,, when n is 
even and ff # E,; 
(iii) transposition, the similarity operators, and the shifi operators, when 
F = Hz. 
Proof. Suppose that T(Eij) = Y. Then since Eii + E,, and Ejj + Eij are 
idempotent, T(Eii) + Y and T(Ejj) + Y are idempotent. It follows from our 
hypothesis and Lemma 2.2 that Eii + Y and 
Let Yci, = ci,r yik&k and let Y (3 = x3” 
Ejj + Y are idempotent. 
,__I lJkjEkj. Now, (Eji + Y)2 = Eii 
+ Y(,, + Yci) + Y 2, so that Y 2 = Y + Yls + Y ci). Let Y 2 = Z = ( zjj). It fol- 
lows that 
YPq 
if qfiand pfi, 
ZPq = Yii if p=q=i, (4.1) 
0 otherwise (p=iorq=ibut p#q). 
Similarly, replacing i by j, we get 
y,, if qfjand p#j, 
ZPq = Yjj 
if p=q=j, 
(4.2) 
0 otherwise (p=jorq=jbutp#q). 
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Suppose n > 3. If k # i, j, then Eii + Eij + E,, is idempotent and hence, 
for some E = 0 or 1, T(E,, + Eij + E,,) = Eii + Y + Ekk + EZ is idempotent. 
It follows that Eji + Y + Ekk is idempotent. Squaring this, we obtain as above 
z 
P9 = I 
%I if p # k, i and q # k, i, 
YPP 
if p=q=kor p=q=i, 
(4.3) 
0 otherwise (pE{k,i}orqE{k,i}htp+q). 
In either of the cases n = 2 or n > 3, since k was arbitrary, it follows that 
T(Eij) = Y = yijEij + yjiEji + D, where D is diag{ yir, yss, . . . , y,,}. Let W 
= Eji + Y or I + Eii + yi; ‘Y according as yii is 0 or not. Then W = EZ + 
T(E,, + rEij) for some E = 0 or 1 and some x in D. Since Eii + xEij is 
idempotent, so is its image. Therefore W is idempotent by Lemma 2.2. A 
direct computation shows that for V = W2, uii + 1 is yij yji or yij yji / yi 
according as yii is 0 or not. But wii = 1 in either case. Therefore yij yji = 0 in 
either case. But 
(Eii + Y)' = (1 + yii)eE,i + k;jyllrEtk + (Yii + Yjj + l)( yijE,’ yjiE@). 
so, comparing corresponding entries in Eii + Y, we see that 
Yij = Yij( Yii + Yjj + l)? (4.4) 
Yji = Yji( Yii + Yjj + I) ) (4.5) 
(1 + yii)2 = 1 + yii, (4.6) 
yik = Ykk forall k+i. (4.7> 
Consequently all the entries in D are idempotent. 
Since E, is not idempotent, neither is T(ESj) = Y. Therefore yij # 0 or 
yji # 0. Then by either (4.4) or (4.5), yii = yjj. 
Assume that T(Eij) = yijEij + D for some diagonal matrix D. By a parallel 
argument to the above, we have T(Eji) = /lijEij + fijiEji + D’ and fiijflji = 0, 
but pij and pji are not both 0. Suppose pji = 0 and Pij # 0. Then, as above, 
D’ = diag{Pt,, &a, . . . , p,,) has @k = fi&.k for all k, and & = fljj. We have 
T( Eii) = Eii + E~Z, where Q = 0 or 1. It follows that for some idempotent 
matrix D” we have T(E,, + Eij + Eji) = (pij + yij)Eij + D”, and so Eij + Eij 
+ Eji, a nonidempotent matrix, has an idempotent image-a contradiction. 
Therefore, pji # 0 and pij = 0. 
By a similar argument, for each pair ( p, q) with p # q. T(Epq) = yPqEPq 
+ %E9P + D” for some diagonal D” and rPqyqP = 0. 
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If k # i, j, then T( Eik) = yik Eik + D” for a diagonal matrix D”. Otherwise, 
if T( E+) = ykiEki + D”, then E,, + Eij + Eik is idempotent while C = T( Eii 
+ Eij + Eik) = Eii + yijEij + ykiE,, + D for some diagonal D. But the (k, j)th 
entry in C2 is yijyki # 0, so that T( Eii + Eij + Eik) is not idempotent, a 
contradiction. It follows that T( Eik) = cqk Ei, + Dik for some nonzero crik and 
diagonal matrix Dik. Further, by an argument using k = 1,2,. . . , n, it follows 
that 
T&k) = "pkEpk + Dpk forall pfk. (4.8) 
Therefore, if A = ( aij) with CQ = 1, and oij defined by (4.8) for all i + j, we 
have T(X) = XOA + D, for all X in 4, where D, is a diagonal matrix in _& 
depending on X and all aij are nonzero. 
Suppose i # j and let Dij = C. Then Y, = Eii + xEij is idempotent, so that 
W, = T( Y,) is also. Comparing the (k, k)th entries of W, and W,“, we have 
(Ed + x&k)” = &i + r&k when k # i and (1 + &i + xgii)2 = 1 + ei + xg,, 
when k = i. Since ci is idempotent and x is arbitrary, we have either Dij = 0 
or ff = Hz. 
Suppose F # &. If T(Eii) = Eii + Z and T(Ejj) = Ejj, then for any 9 in F, 
X = qEii + Eij + (q + 92)Eji + (1 + 9)Ejj is idempotent. Choose 9 in F \ 
{O,l}. Then T(X) = 9Z + 9Eii + ‘YijEij + “ji(9 + 92)Eji + (1 + 9)Ejj is not 
idempotent, since its (i, i)th entry is 0 but the corresponding entry in the 
square is nonzero by the choice of 9. Therefore, if T(Eii) = Eii + Z, then 
T( Ejj) = Ejj + Z for all j. It follows that either (a) T(X) = X0 A for all X in 
1, or (b) T(X) = X”A + (trace X)Z for all X in A. If n is odd, then crZ is 
not idempotent for some OL while OL I0 A + (trace aI) I = 0, which is idempo- 
tent, a contradiction. Therefore (a) holds when n is odd. 
Now suppose that F = z2 and let Dij = H. Suppose hii = hjj = E and 
hkk = 1 + E, and let Dik = G. Then T(E,, -6 E,, -I- Eik) = R must be idempo- 
tent, but rii = 1 + E + gii, rjj = e + gjj, and rkk = 1 + e + gii (since gii = gkk 
and hkk = 1 + E). Under these conditions, the (i, k)th entry of R2 is 0, 
contrary to the fact that rik must be nonzero. Thus D,, = E~~Z for all p # 9. 
where &P4 is either 0 or 1. Also, by hypothesis T( Eii) = Eii + q Z for some ei 
either 0 or 1. Let sii = ei; define f : A+ F by f( E,,) = cpq and extending 
linearly. It follows that T( X) = X + f( X) 1. 
Note that if we had supposed that T( Eij) = yjiEji + Dij above, then we 
would have concluded that T( X ) = X t + f( X ‘) I. u 
THEOREM 4.1. The semigroup of linear operators strongly preserving idem- 
potence over a fold F of characteristic 2 is generated by: 
(i) transposition and the similarity operators, when n is odd and F f z2; 
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(ii) transposition, the similarity operators, and the operator T,,, when n is 
even and ff + Z2; 
(iii) transposition, the similarity operators, and the shifi operators, when 
F = 22. 
Proof. Let Y = T,,( X ). If n is even, then X and Y have the same trace, 
call it t. It follows that 
(x2+x) + (y'2+ Y) = (t2+ t)z. (4.9) 
Since the trace of an idempotent matrix is either 0 or 1, Equation (4.9) implies 
that X is idempotent if and only if Y is. Therefore T,, strongly preserves 
idempotence when n is even. Transposition and similarity evidently preserve 
idempotence strongly, as do the shift operators when If is z2. Therefore it 
remains to show that no other linear operators do so. 
Let L be a linear operator that strongly preserves idempotence. If n > 2, 
apply Lemma 4.4 to Lemma 4.6 to complete the proof. Suppose n = 2 and 
E = E,, or E,,. If L(E) = I, then, by Lemma 2.2, L(E + X), and hence 
E + X, is idempotent for all X. Then E = I, by the same lemma, a contradic- 
tion. It follows that L(E) is a rank-l idempotent. If L(Z) = 0 then F = E2, 
according to Lemma 4.1. Define L’( X ) = L( X ) + xl1 I, for all X. Then L 
strongly preserves idempotence and L’(Z) = 1. (Therefore L’ is invertible by 
Lemma 4.1.) Thus we may assume, without loss of generality, that L is 
nonsingular. It follows that for some matrix S, L( E,,) = S- ‘E1,S and L( E,,) 
= S- ‘Ez2S. The theorem now follows from Lemma 4.6. n 
5. SOME OPEN PROBLEMS 
Let y(F), g(F) and x(F) denote the semigroups of linear operators on 
d(F) that strongly preserve idempotence, preserve idempotence, and, are 
invertible and preserve idempotence, respectively. Let C@(F) denote the group 
of linear operators generated by transposition and similarity. We saw in 
Theorem 3.1 that Y(B) = F(F) = g(F) f or all fields of characteristic p # 2. 
A result of Howard [3] implies that x(F) = 9(F) when F is an algebraically 
closed field of characteristic 0. We showed, in Lemma 3.1, that ~(5) is a 
subset of x(F) when the characteristic of F is not 2. Since B(D) is a subset of 
x(F), Howard’s result and Theorem 3.1 imply that 
Y(F) = Y(F) = F(F) = x(5) 
for all algebraically closed fields of characteristic 0. 
(5,‘) 
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If Q is a finite field, then Y(F) = ~(5) b ecause A(F) is finite. Therefore 
Equation (5.1) holds for all fields of characteristic p # 2, by Theorem 3.1. 
This suggests the problems of determining whether there exist infinite fields of 
characteristic other than 2 that are not algebraically closed for which 310(F) f 
g(F), and characterizing such fields if they do exist. 
Now we turn our attention to fields of characteristic 2. First, note that 
~@a) is a subset of Y(Za) because -/i(Z,) is finite. It is a proper subset 
because the shift operators corresponding to functionals f having f(I) = 1 are 
singular. We also know g(Zs) is a proper subset of z’(Z~), at least for n > 2, 
because for example the shift operator induced by f : X -+ xri + xaa is invert- 
ible and preserves idempotence, and yet it is not in Y(Z,), as it does not 
preserve the rank of E,,. This suggests the problem of determining the 
generators of x(Z,). The operator X + r,,I is in 3(Z,) \ Y(Zz). The 
operator induced by the functional X + rll is in Y(Zs) \ F(Z,). We have 
characterized the operators in Y(Z,,) in Theorem 4.1; a characterization of 
those in F(Zs) would b e interesting. Next, suppose @ + Zs, but the charac- 
teristic of 63 is 2. According to Lemma 4.1, Y(G) is a subset of both 3(@) and 
~(@Q. If we let y*(Q) d enote the group of operators generated by similarity, 
transposition, and-when n is even--TT,,, then according to Theorem 4.1, 
Y(Q) = Y *(@). Is Y(@) ever a proper subset of Y(Q)? If so, a characteriza- 
tion of Y(e) would be interesting. If 63 is finite, then x(63) = Y(Q). Are there 
infinite fields @ of characteristic 2 for which Y(Q) is a proper subset of x(e)? 
If so, a characterization would be interesting, as would be a comparison with 
3(Q). 
We would like to thank the referee for a very thorough and careful reading 
of the original draft. 
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